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Farmers Rally on the steps of Parliament
Burdekin cane growers joined graziers and
farmers from across the state in a rally to
protest against the Reef Protection Measures
Bill last week.

Landholders, industry representatives and
community supporters gathered outside the
Townsville Entertainment Centre for the week’s
regional sit-in parliament in Townsville. Burdekin
MP Dale Last, Senator Susan Macdonald and
Dr Peter Ridd were among the speakers at last
week’s rally.
The Townsville based parliament sitting
provided the perfect opportunity for the rally
against the State Government’s proposed reef
laws. Farmers from near and far took the
opportunity that does not lend itself in a normal
parliament.
Growers representatives also met with shadow
ministers for deputations and conducted media
interviews.

CBL Chair Phil Marano & Manager Wayne Smith spoke with Government Leader Yvette
Dath in Townsville about growers concerns on the proposed Reef Bill legislation.

CBL Chair Phil Marano was interviewed on the ABC’s Qld Country Hour Programme which was broadcast from the Townsville
Parliament. Most of Tuesday’s Country Hour was focused on the Reef Bill and can be heard again by clicking here.
The rally ended with the unified and repetitive chant of Fair Laws for Farmers!

Burdekin MP Dale Last addressing the Rally

Professor Peter Ridd addressing the Rally
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Nominations for
Reef Champion
Awards open

Nominations are now open for the 2019 Reef
Champion Awards celebrating the outstanding
achievements of individuals and organisations
working to improve the quality of water entering the
iconic Great Barrier Reef.
The Awards are run by the Reef Alliance with
support from the Australian and Queensland
governments to recognise the dedicated land
managers, extension officers, industries and
members of the community excelling in their efforts
to help safeguard the future of the Reef.
Queensland Farmers’ Federation (QFF) CEO
Travis Tobin said farmers, with the support of
extension officers and their communities, play an
essential role as responsible land managers and it
is important to acknowledge and celebrate those
who are excelling as environmental stewards.

Irrigation Pricing Review
2020-24
The Qld Competition Authority
today released a draft report on
its investigation into SunWater
Schemes
rural
irrigation
prices for 2020-24. The draft
report containing recommended
prices for the next four years is
available here on the QCA
website.
Subject to sufficient stakeholder
interest, QCA plan to hold a
Burdekin workshops in Clare
from 2PM on Monday 23rd
September.
You can register for workshops
here.
Interested parties are invited to comment on the draft report by 4
November 2019.

“The Awards provide agriculture and the broader
community with the opportunity to celebrate the
local heroes who are working to improve land
management practices and Reef water quality by
reducing farm run-off and erosion."
“These important actions are continuing to make
improvements to the quality of the water leaving
the farm and they highlight the long standing
commitment farmers and their communities have
made to improving the health of the Reef.”
“Critical to the success of these voluntary programs
is the strong partnership with the Australian and
Queensland governments. It is only through
working together that we can achieve mutually
beneficial outcomes for farmers and the
environment.”
“For the third year running, the Reef Alliance has
partnered with The Prince’s Trust Australia to offer
the coveted Prince of Wales Environmental
Leadership – Reef Sustainability Award. This
recognises the exemplary efforts of an individual
farmer or group of farmers, to raise awareness,
foster knowledge-sharing, and engage local
communities in sustainable natural resource
management, particularly for reducing water
pollution to protect and preserve the Great Barrier
Reef.”
Nominations close 12pm Tuesday 8 October 2019,
for more information and to apply, visit
www.qff.org.au/projects/reef-alliance/awards.
The Reef Champion Awards are funded by the
Australian Government, and the Queensland
Government’s Reef Water Quality Program.
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MEDIA RELEASE / JOINT STATEMENT
Premier and Minister for Trade, The Honourable Annastacia Palaszczuk
Minister for Natural Resources, Mines and Energy, The Honourable Dr Anthony Lynham

Government drives multi-million dollar water
infrastructure for NQ

The Palaszczuk Government has given the green light for the proposal to raise Burdekin Falls Dam wall to progress to the next
stage.
Premier Annastacia Palaszczuk said publicly-owned Sunwater would now start a $16 million detailed business case into the
potential raising of Queensland’s largest dam.
“This is not only boosting the Townsville region’s water security,” the Premier said.
“It’s part of our Powering North Queensland Plan.
“Upgrading the Burdekin Falls Dam is the next step in developing the Burdekin Hydro power project which is expected to create
200 jobs during construction and generate enough electricity to power 30 000 homes.”
The Premier said the project could also help boost to water security measures in the region.
“The Burdekin Falls dam is the at the heart of one of Queensland’s largest agricultural hubs and the extra water for irrigation could
support another 10,000 hectares of production,” the Premier said.
“Investigations to date show enough interest from farmers and industry in more water, as well as future urban demand in
Townsville.
“Any major investment like this needs to have a detailed business case to back it up and that’s precisely the action we’re taking.”
The proposal is to raise the spillway crest of the dam to increase capacity. The detailed business case will include analysis of the
environmental, economic, financial, and sustainability factors and an environmental impact statement.
The detailed business case will investigate the most viable height by which to raise the dam, but as an example, raising the dam
by two meters would increase the storage capacity by approximately 150,000 megalitres—bringing the total capacity to 2.01
million megalitres.
Sunwater, the government-owned corporation that owns and operates the dam, wouldwork with Building Queensland to
investigate the costs and engineering options for raising the Burdekin Falls Dam wall.
Natural Resources Minister Dr Anthony Lynham said the Palaszczuk Government had previously invested $225 million into
Townsville’s water security - $215 million for Stage 1 of the pipeline and another $10 million for Townsville City Council’s Water
Smart Package to help residents use water sustainably.
“Progressing to a detailed business case for raising the wall is separate to these measures and a further commitment to the
people of Townsville,” he said.
The Premier and Dr Lynham also provided an update on the Haughton Pipeline Duplication project which is nearly one-third
complete while visiting Iplex Pipelines in Bohle.
“Around 50 jobs have been supported here at Iplex because of work on the pipeline,” she said.
“My government’s $225 million investment Townsville’s water security includes 33.4km of water pipeline which is not only
boosting the region’s water security but is supporting nearly 1000 jobs.
“It’s great to see local workers and local suppliers being sustained by major infrastructure projects like this.”
Haughton Pipeline duplication fast facts

•
•
•

Palaszczuk Government committed $215m for Stage 1

•
•

More than 11km of piping has now been laid

33.4 km pipeline project duplicates existing pipeline
When fully operational will be capable of delivering 356 megalitres of water per day from Burdekin to Ross River Dam –
nearly triple the current capacity
More than 900 people and 150 businesses have now directly or indirectly worked on the project.
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Free event for
Change Challenges for
sugarcane growers Women Growers
Keeping up with change can be a challenge.

Expert to share
successful grain
storage solutions
The Department of Agriculture and Fisheries (DAF)
is hosting a free information session on grain
storage in the Burdekin, which is open to growers,
industry and resellers.
DAF Coastal Farming team extension officer Brock
Dembowski said the motivation for the workshop
came after a group of nine Burdekin growers
travelled to Toowoomba on a trip funded by DAF’s
Enhanced Extension Co-ordination Project, which
included a visit to a commercial grain storage site.
`` With an increase in grain crops being planted
there has also been an increase in grain storage
infrastructure in the region. This is an opportunity
for those who are growing grain crops, own storage
already or thinking about investing in grain storage
infrastructure to hear from an expert in this field,’’
Mr Dembowski said.
The workshop, co-funded by the Enhanced
Extension Co-ordination and the RWQPSugarcane projects, will be presented by DAF
Senior Development Agronomist Philip Burrill from
the Postharvest Grain Protection unit. Philip has
nearly two decades of experience and is highly
regarded for his work in Southern and Central
Queensland. The day will include a presentation
and practical component, which will include a site
visit to the Brandon grain storage facility.

But a free workshop in the Burdekin will deliver skills and knowledge to
support women growers and women involved in the sugar cane industry
through change management.
The workshop is being funded through the Queensland Government's
Enhanced Extension Coordination in GBR project in partnership with local
Natural Resource Management group, Burdekin Bowen Integrated
Floodplain Management Advisory Committee (BBIFMAC).
Department of Agriculture and Fisheries (DAF) Regional Extension
Coordinator (Cane) Terri Buono said women were key players in the
Burdekin’s cane growing community and were constantly faced with
change.
She said whether it was industry changes, changes in technology or even
succession planning, things didn’t stand still on a cane farm.
The free workshop will be facilitated and delivered by behavioural
scientists from Behaviour Innovation, a group with previous experience
engaging with women in cane through Project Cane Changer.
The workshop will cover understanding the psychology of change, learning
how to manage change and peer support tools for the industry.
Guest speak will be Isis Canegrowers Manager Angela Williams, who is an
experienced mentor and motivational speaker.
The fully-catered workshop is being held on Wednesday 11 September
from 9.30am – 3.30pm at the DAF Research Facility, Old Clare Rd Ayr.
To register email Arwen Rickert phone (07) 4783-4344 or email
arwen@bbifmac.org.au.

Attendees are encouraged to bring in samples of
their own stored grain to have any pests identified.
Mr Dembowski said topics would include storage
option, monitoring grain in storage, managing
cooling aeration, handling higher moisture content
grain, fumigation and grain protectants.
Date: Tuesday 10 Sept
Time: 10 am – 11.30am - Ayr Showgrounds
Lunch
12.30pm to 1.30pm – Brandon Grain
Storage Facility
To find out more please contact Brock Dembowski
at 0467 819 592. To register your interest in
attending please SMS your contact details for
catering purposes.
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CANEGROWERS
Burdekin members
receive a 6% discount

7:00am - 8:30am
Wednesday 11 September
At the Burdekin Theatre
161 Queen St, Ayr
Tickets $10p.p - Available at the Door
7:00AM - Breakfast Served
7:25AM - Welcome
7:30AM - Evolution Mining Expansion

Anton Kruger, Evolution Mining Mt Carlton General Manager

Evolution Mining operate Mt Carlton Mine project 50km west of
Gumlu. The gold mine is currently progressing an
underground development due to commence in the September
quarter 2019.

7:50AM - Townsville Manufacturing Hub

Dean Deighton, Townsville Manufacturing Hub
- Director

Located in Cairns, Townsville and Rockhampton, $30 million
will be invested over three years to transform regional
manufacturing as a critical driver of productivity and innovation
in the economy.

8:10AM - Burdekin Economic Development
Strategy
Sasha Lennon – SC Lennon and Associates –
Director
Burdekin Shire Council has appointed SC Lennon and
Associates to develop a five-year Burdekin Economic
Development Strategy. The strategy will provide Council with
the opportunity to establish a new vision and framework for
promoting and facilitating economic development activity
across the region.

8:30AM - Close

RSVP to Eliza Lovell by
Monday 9 September 2019
Tel: (07) 4783 9831
Email: eliza.lovell@burdekin.qld.gov.au
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From Where I Sit
By Senior Sergeant Steve BARTON

In mid-August, two enter with intent offences were reported. One occurred on Mountainview Road, Airville where a shed was
entered and hand tools stolen. The second occurred on Giddy Road McDesme where a workshop was entered and a tool box,
hand tools and power tools (chain saws) were stolen. Both sheds were not usually resided in and on roads with very little traffic
particularly at night time.
Over this last weekend, a heavy roller parked on Brown Road, Upper Haughton was unlawfully entered and a UHF radio and a
stereo were stolen from the cab.
None of the sheds or the vehicle were subject of other security, e.g. CCTV/farm camera, etc. While some offences that are
reported are opportunistic, some are not and there is a degree of planning associated with them, e.g. when unattended, any
security, etc.
Review your security – this includes checking to ensure your present security is working. For example, check that alarms do work,
check your CCTV to see where the cameras are facing, how clear the footage is, is the unit still working.
If you don’t have CCTV or farm cameras, check them out on the internet and consider investing in some. If you do, make sure
they have the ability to record good quality footage at night.
Some models have the capacity to send an instant time alarm to your mobile phone that enables you to view the footage live (as
well as recording) so you can determine if it is a false alarm or alerting the Police if it is not.
Other actions people can take in protecting themselves with regards property crime include:

•

CCTV system, some of which can be viewed on your mobile phone. If you have such a system, it is advisable to regularly
check your it to ensure that
1) it is working,
2) that it is pointing in the desired direction. We have seen over recent times the increase in the use of CCTV but unfortunately
they are not always working or not set up properly,
3) if the CCTV camera is NOT low light (night time/infra-red) capable, ensure a senor light is lined up with the cameras field of
view so anything that is recorded at night time is illuminated by the light. Not doing so will only show dark figures moving on
the screen;
4) that the CCTV has battery back up so if power is cut (whether deliberately or not) they continue to record.

•

Install an alarm, this may be as simple as an inexpensive door/window sensor that emits a loud piercing noise when a door or
window is opened to a more elaborate, expensive alarms;

•

Always switch them on as well………….

However always remember the following:

•

Do NOT leave valuables in the vehicle;

•

Do NOT leave spare keys in or around the vehicle – the crooks know about this too;
Always be aware of unusual activity in your area.
Don’t let yourself become a victim of crime – Lock it or Lose it
If you have any information about crime or illicit drugs, phone crime stoppers on 1800 333 000. The more detailed the
information you give, the better it will be for all concerned.
Remember to secure your property – “lock it or lose it”.

You wouldn’t leave a dish containing thousands of dollars sitting on your bench or sitting out in the open, so why do this with your
car keys
Remember it’s your livelihood you are protecting.
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CANEGROWERS Queensland … taking up the
fight on all issues affecting cane farmers
Executive Comment
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

Ongoing work on Reef Regulations and the Reef Bill campaign, media attention and responses to the Great Barrier Reef
Marine Park Authority Outlook Report and the Governments Reef Water Quality Improvement Plan Report Card (17-18).
Along with QCGO Chairman met with the Board of Sugar Terminals Limited to discuss STL performance and broad view of
the state of the industry. Terminal operations, social licence to operate and trade policy were discussed in depth.
Attendance at the SRA Research Station Open Day at Bundaberg and in the role of the Australia Sugar Alliance Joint
Secretary presented to the SRA Board on progress with social licences to operate (trade and nutrition) initiatives as well as a
wide range of industry development issues.
Meeting of the QFF members CEOs to discuss collaboration and strategy around a range of common issues.
Attended the ASA Trade Strategy Workshop. The sugar alliance engage a range of Federal Government and industry trade
exports to assist in developing the technical and policy content for a new whole of industry trade strategy.

Smartcane BMP
✓
✓

This week the project surpassed 100,000ha of accredited cane land.
Smartcane BMP facilitators met in Brisbane to recognise the success of Smartcane BMP, review the project and propose
ideas for improvement and look to prepare a plan to realise the potential of the program into the future. The two-day
workshop included presentations on record keeping tools, sustainable supply chain, cost of production, weed management
plans and mapping tools, etc. The meeting provided facilitators with information on further tools that may assist and engage
growers in their districts. Facilitators provided valuable feedback on district specific issues and what Smartcane BMP means
for their growers.

Energy Savers Plus Program Extension (ESPPE)
✓

CANEGROWERS met with QFF and the other ESPPE contracted organisations. Overall there has been slow progress with
the completion of energy audits however this should improve as the process beds down. After the audit, growers have the
option to proceed with improvements and access the $20,000 grant from QRIDA.

Reef Reports
Two government reports related to the Great Barrier Reef were released during the week.
✓ The GBR Outlook report is produced every five years and examines the Great Barrier Reef’s health, pressures, and likely
future. It focuses on what is happening in the marine environment. It is based primarily on direct measures of reef cover, the
health of seagrass communities, and populations of species dependent on the Reef lagoon including some reef fish, marine
turtles and seabirds. The 2019 report found that:
✓ Given the extensive size of the Region, its health and condition is variable. Many areas continue to support beautiful
corals and abundant marine life and the Reef remains an extraordinary experience for visitors in the Region.
✓ However, seagrass meadows remain in poor condition, while coral reefs overall have declined in cover due to extensive
coral mortality from multiple impacts including back-to-back years of coral bleaching, cyclones and an ongoing crown-ofthorns starfish outbreak.
✓ With increasing disturbance from to the reef lagoon, we need to do more to ensure the Reef ecosystems have
opportunities for recovery.
✓ Inshore water quality is improving on a regional scale, but the change is too slow. Inshore areas are the ones most
susceptible to the direct effects of any water quality impacts from farming or other land uses.
✓ Global action on climate change is critical for the Reef.

✓

The Reef water quality report card measures progress towards the Reef 2050 Water Quality Improvement Plan targets and
objectives. It focuses on what is happening in the catchments. It is based on estimates of adoption of particular farming
practices and modelled estimates of how much reduction there has been in the annual catchment loads of sediment,
dissolved inorganic nitrogen (DIN) and agricultural chemicals.

Industry Recovery North & Far North Queensland Monsoon Trough
✓

CANEGROWERS met with QRIDA to discuss issues around wells in the Burdekin regions damaged in the floods and
deemed to require replacement. QRIDA felt that some of the applications did not provide sufficient detail to enable them to
make an assessment for approval of the grant. Applicants who had not been successful could reapply with more detail.
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CANEGROWERS Queensland … taking up the
fight on all issues affecting cane farmers
Trade
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Responded to India’s decision to provide a USD145/t subsidy to export of six million tonnes of sugar in the year commencing
1 October.
Coordinated a response from Brazil and Guatemala.
Preparations for annual Global Sugar Alliance meeting.
CANEGROWERS made a submission to the Joint Standing Committee on Trade in support of the Indonesia-Australia
Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement (IA-CEPA). The agreement will lock in gains for sugar.
CANEGROWERS, ASMC, ACFA, QSL, STL and SRA representatives were joined by delegates from DFAT and the federal
Department of Agriculture to commence the development of a strategic plan to guide the sugar industry’s trade policy and
market access activities.

Water
✓
✓

Preparations ahead of the QCA draft repost on irrigation water prices.
CANEGROWERS is working with QFF to review SunWater’s approach to the treatment of electricity charges in the QCA rural
irrigation water price review 2020-24.

Innovation - Sustainable Sugar Blockchain Project
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

Completion of milestone reporting for the project.
Current indications from the work undertaken by KPMG suggests that the blockchain solution to providing sustainable sugar
is achievable.
Smartchain is investigating how to use blockchain technology to show sugar buyers the provenance of sugarcane, and to test
the possibility of premium payment for fully traceable sugar.
The supply-chain has been mapped and there are appropriate data points across the value chain that would allow the
implementation of a digital blockchain. These data points also include trust and pain points which provide options for the
implementation of a blockchain solution and the improvement of data in the value-chain. The engagement of the supply chain
during the mapping process has led to discussion around the use of this technology, the access to data, the application of the
technology and feasibility of delivering value back to growers.
Draft reports are being prepared for phase one to be finalised by early September 2019 which include a digital supply chain
map, a report on stakeholder insights and project next steps. Once these reports have been reviewed, the project will be
evaluated based on the information and advice in the reports around stakeholder insights and sustainability requirements for
sustainable sugar.

Sustainable Sugar
✓

ProTerra with support from American Sugar
Refinery Group (ASR) conducted ProTerra Social
Verification program audits in the Burdekin and
Tully over the past two weeks. Tully mill and three
accredited Smartcane BMP growers from Tully
supported the audit in the district over the week of
19 August 2019. The prior week Wilmar sugar and
the Inkerman mill along with three accredited
Smartcane BMP growers in the Inkerman mill area
took part in the process. The outcomes of the
ProTerra Social Verification program audits will be
known in a few weeks. This work links to the need
of end-users wanting sustainably sourced and
produced sugar. Smartcane BMP has been
benchmarked against the ProTerra sustainable
sugar standard. ASR have this need for their US
market. ASR support ProTerra and as they source
their sugar from Australia, they are undertaking this
process to meet this need. CANEGROWERS will
continue to work with ASR and ProTerra through
Smartcane BMP with the view to making Smartcane
BMP the program that supports growers.
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Act now for first of 2020Season pricing options

By Bryce Wenham, QSL Executive Manager Supplier
Relations and Systems
QSL is now accepting nominations for its 2020-Season Early-Start
Actively Managed Pool and Self-Managed Harvest, with nominations
for both products closing 31 October 2019.
Some key considerations for growers contemplating these pricing
options are outlined below:
2020 QSL Early-Start Actively Managed Pool – QSL makes the
pricing decisions
The 2020 QSL Early-Start Actively Managed Pool targets the best
return by using the same pricing approach and tools as QSL’s popular
Actively Managed Pool, but extends the pricing window to 18 months
by starting to price earlier. QSL makes the pricing decisions for any
sugar in this pool, and can use a variety of pricing instruments, trade
currency and unwind pricing to re-price at a later date in a bid to
enhance the pool’s returns. The minimum tonnage nomination for the
QSL Early-Start Actively Managed Pool is 10 tonnes.
2020 Self-Managed Harvest – The grower makes the pricing
decisions
Our Self-Managed Harvest option is designed to give growers the
opportunity to manage their own production risk. To participate,
growers must have a minimum of 300 tonnes and 35% of their GEI
Sugar with QSL allocated to the QSL Harvest Pool. They are then
responsible for pricing the entirety of their QSL Harvest Pool allocation
against each of the four futures contracts available each season (July,
October, March and May).
It is important to note that pricing restrictions remain in place for 20% of
each participating grower’s nominated tonnage in the Self-Managed
Harvest in order to maintain their production buffer. No pricing is
permitted for this production buffer portion until it has been received by
QSL in the later part of the harvest, with the grower only able to price it
against the March and May contracts post-delivery.

Energy Savers September 2019 E-news
Click here for the information on energy savers.

Any decreases to a participating grower’s initial nomination to this
product will be applied against tonnage allocated to the March and May
contracts first, with the balance against that grower’s in-season pricing.
Alternatively, any increases to their estimate can be priced against
their March and May positions upon completion of their deliveries.
Growers interested in using either of the pricing options outlined above
should read the associated Pricing Pool Terms available at
www.qsl.com.au or by contacting their local QSL representative.
DISCLAIMER: These articles contain information of a general or
summary nature only and should not be relied on to make any pricing
or pool selection decisions. This information does not constitute
financial or investment advice, and growers should seek their own
independent advice before making any such decisions, in addition to
reading the full Pricing Pool Terms which are available on QSL’s
website. Information about past performance should not be relied on
as an indication of future performance, nor should anything in relation
to these articles be taken to include representations as to future
matters.
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Pricing information
2019 Season Advances
Schedule
As at 30 August 2019

Default Advances

Default Pricing
Indicative price

Jun -19
18 Jul 19

65%
65%

267.34
268.79

15 Aug 19
19 Sep 19
17 Oct 19
21 Nov 19
19 Dec 19
16 Jan 20
20 Feb 20
19 Mar 20
16 Apr 20

65%
65%
70%
70%
75%
80%
85%
87.5%
90%

21 May 20
18 Jun 20
July 20

Default

2019 Season Advances Schedule
As at 26 July 2019

Default Advances

Default Pricing
Indicative price

Jun -19
18 Jul 19

65%
65%

255.34
255.92

268.72
257.28
277.07
277.07
296.87
316.66
336.45
346.34
356.24

15 Aug 19
19 Sep 19
17 Oct 19
21 Nov 19
12 Dec 19
23 Jan 20
20 Feb 20
19 Mar 20
16 Apr 20

65%
65%
70%
70%
75%
80%
85%
87.5%
90%

254.89
255.72
275.39
285.22
295.06
314.73
324.57
344.24
354.07

95%

376.03

14 May 20

95%

363.91

97.5%
100%

385.92
395.82

18 Jun 20
July 20

97.5%
100%

373.74
393.41

Confirmed

Default

Percentage rate approved by QSL Board

Advance Rates are based on a grower's individual estimated final sugar price.
For more information growers can access Wilmar's monthly Pool Reports, Allocation
Account Amount Reports, their applicable Advance Finance Charge via the reporting page
of the Pricing and Payments section of the GrowerWeb. The cashflow forecast tool is also
available in the Pricing & Payments section.

The program above is indicative only in its entirety and should not be taken as a commitment
by QSL with regard to either the advance rate or date of increase. The program may change
during the season depending on movements in the marketing and shipping plans, sugar price
and currency movements and timing of cash flows. Suppliers’ positions in relation to any
pricing elections may also impact the timing and size of advance payments.

Wilmar Indicative Future Sugar Prices
as at 10 September 2019

QSL Indicative ICE 11 prices

Crop Year

Indicative Price

2019 Season

362.13

2020 Season

402.24
419.21
423.19

2021 Season
2022 Season

Calculation using ICE Closing Prices or equivalent Bank Swap Rates and prevailing AUD/
USD exchange rates
Refer to https://www.wilmarsugarmills.com.au for additional Pricing Information and trends

Estimated Wilmar 2019 Pool Prices
As at 30 August 2019
Net pool price
($/Tonne IPS)
Wilmar Production Risk Pool
Wilmar Managed Pool
Wilmar US Quota Pool

1

2

$391

The figures quoted above are indicative of available ICE 11 prices as at the current date
and reflect the weighted average AUD/mt price. The prices have been adjusted to include
Over-the-Counter (OTC) margin fees charged by banking institutions and, therefore, may
differ from daily prices quoted by the ICE #11 Exchange and/or other Marketers of Growers’
Economic Interest in Sugar (GEI Sugar). Values also do not account for any adjustments
resulting from local grower-miller pricing arrangements. For more information, view the
latest QSL Market Snapshot here.

Estimated QSL 2019 Pool Prices
As at 9 August 2019
Net pool Percentage Priced
price ($/

$388
$705

Gross Pool Prices are an estimate based on the tonnes hedged and current market price (as at
the last business day of the month) for unhedged tonnage. Allocation Account Amounts begin
the season as estimates and are reviewed and updated on a monthly basis as actual
premiums and costs are known.
1. Wilmar has contributed economic interest sugar from its farms to this pool, to provide added
tonnage. Wilmar economic interest sugar in this pool will receive the same price as growers.
The pool is priced on a 1:2:2:1 basis.
2. For the 2019 Season Production Risk Pool we currently forecast that the quantity of sugar in
the pool exceeds the downside risk to the crop (i.e. at 31 July 2019, the pool is greater than
30% of total estimated PPA sugar related to the Production Risk Pool). Accordingly the Pool
Manager has commenced pricing that portion of the pool that exceeds this downside risk to the
crop.
The monthly pool price report is available on the Wilmar grower web

Tonne IPS)

Sugar

Currency

QSL Harvest Pool

$386

30%

57%

QSL Actively Managed Pool

$382

20%

69%

QSL Early Start Actively
Managed Pool

$390

30%

72%

QSL Guaranteed Floor Pool

$379

100%

100%

QSL US Quota Pool

$649

64%

20%

QSL 2-season Forward Pool

$390

53%

76%

Growers can monitor QSL pool performance via the Price Pool Matrices published on the
QSL website (www.qsl.com.au). This information is updated regularly and provides a sense
of how the QSL-managed pools are performing over the current season.
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1.

Applying a blanket approach to regulating agricultural
activities across all six Reef regions in the belief that this
will rapidly reduce run-off from farms is misguided and it
does not enable agriculture's potential or encourage and
reward its responsibilities. QFF's QCL column HERE.

2.

Nominations are now open for the 2019 Reef Champion
Awards celebrating the outstanding achievements of
individuals and organisations working to improve the
quality of water entering the iconic Great Barrier Reef.
More information and to apply, click HERE.

3.

18 to 35 year old Australian agricultural innovators,
scientists and researchers wanting to make a difference in
agriculture are invited to submit their innovative
agricultural research project ideas for a chance to receive
one of 11 Science and Innovation Awards and a grant of
up to $22,000. Apply now HERE.

4.

The Great Barrier Reef Foundation is hosting a series of
local project information nights in Cairns, Townsville,
Mackay and Bundaberg to provide an update on the
recently released Reef Trust Partnership Annual Work
Plan, and hear more from potential organisations who are
keen to be involved.

5.

QFF has expressed concern that two Reef reports
released last Friday misrepresent the agriculture sector’s
commitment to the Great Barrier Reef effort and would be
used to justify the state government’s proposed Reef
regulations. Read the media release HERE.

6.

The Reef Alliance E-Newsletter Winter Edition is now
available. Stay up-to-date with the latest news from our
Reef Alliance partners including the installation of six new
denitrification bioreactors on Wet Tropics farms and a
peer-to-peer network to implement regenerative
agriculture principles HERE.

7.

QFF industry member CANEGROWERS says impacts of
the Indian Government’s approval of new export subsidies
to send six million tonnes more sugar onto the world
market will be felt across the Australian industry with
prices already below the cost of production. Details
HERE.

8.

9.

Last chance for expressions of interest in Round 2 of the
Rural Economic Development Grants! These grants fund
projects that generate economic and employment
opportunities related to primary production across rural
and remote Queensland. Submit yours before 6
September, details HERE.
With more than 350,000 items of biosecurity concern
intercepted across the country in 2018, it is imperative that
all Australians and visitors adhere to biosecurity
requirements both on-farm and in general and report
suspected
breaches
to
Biosecurity
Queensland
immediately. Read QFF's QCL column HERE.

10. Following continued advocacy from QFF and industry
members, the Queensland Government has delayed the
introduction of their Reef Regulations Bill. Read the QCL
story HERE.

Terry Granshaw
0437 553 149
tgranshaw@bps.net.au

Jasmine Connolly
0438 934 601
jconnolly@bps.net.au

Smartcane BMP selfassessment workshops

BMP self-assessment workshop will be held fortnightly on
Monday mornings (9 –11 am).
The self-assessment is the first step towards BMP
accreditation.
Growers who have completed the selfassessment and would like to continue on to accreditation
should also contact Terry or Jasmine.
Please RSVP to:
Terry Granshaw - 0437 553 149
Jasmine Connolly - 0438 934 601

IrrigWeb workshops

IrrigWeb workshops will be held fortnightly on Thursday
mornings (9 - 11 am).
Workshops will cover: setting up a farm and paddocks;
determining the irrigation point; and entering irrigation
information.
You will need an internet capable laptop or tablet. Phones are
suitable for recording irrigation events but their screens are too
small for the initial setup. If you don’t have a laptop or tablet
please let us know so we can organise one.
Please RSVP to Marian Davis - 0428 927 079.
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Contact Us
canenews is read by the majority of Burdekin cane
farmers and their families in the Burdekin. Copies
are also circulated to all CANEGROWERS Offices,
businesses, industry, politicians, Government
Agencies and members of the community.

HEAD OFFICE
141 Young Street, Ayr
bdk@canegrowers.com.au
Office Hours Mon - Thurs: 9am - 5pm
Fri: 9am - 3pm
4790 3600
CANEGROWERS Hall
68 Tenth Street, Home Hill

Published Fortnightly by:
CANEGROWERS Burdekin Limited

Wayne Smith

General Manager

Michelle Andrews

Manager: Finance & Admin

4790 3602

ABN:
Postal Address:
Telephone:
Facsimile:
Email:

Tiffany Giardina

Payroll & Administration

4790 3601

Please direct all advertising enquiries and materials
to the above.

Racheal Olsen

Solaris Insurance Brokers
Manager

0428 834 802
4790 3604

43 114 632 325
PO Box 933, AYR QLD 4807
(07) 4790 3600
(07) 4783 4914
bdk@canegrowers.com.au

4790 3606
0408 638 518

racheal_olsen@solarisinsurance.com.au

Mindi Lennon

Industry Recovery & Resilience
Officer

4790 3603
0436 921 711

Email address: firstname_lastname@canegrowers.com.au
DIRECTORS
Phil Marano
Chair

marano@bigpond.com

0404 004 371

Owen Menkens
Deputy Chair

owen_menkens@hotmail.com

0409 480 179

Glenn Betteridge

Glenn_betteridge@outlook.com

0407 169 273

Steven Pilla

spilla8@bigpond.com.au

0417 071 861

Roger Piva

rogerdpiva@gmail.com

0429 483 815

Greg Rossato

greg_rossato@outlook.com

0418 713 563

Disclaimer
In this disclaimer a reference to “CBL ”, “we”, “us” or “our”
means CANEGROWERS Burdekin Limited and our
directors, officers, agents and employees. This newsletter
has been compiled in good faith by CBL . Although we do
our very best to present information that is correct and
accurate, we make no warranties, guarantees or
representations about the suitability, reliability, currency or
accuracy of the information we present in this newsletter,
for any purposes.
Subject to any terms implied by law and which cannot be
excluded, we accept no responsibility for any loss,
damage, cost or expense incurred by you as a result of
the use of, or reliance on, any materials and information
appearing in this newsletter. You, the user, accept sole
responsibility and risk associated with the use and results
of the information appearing in this newsletter, and you
agree that we will not be liable for any loss or damage
whatsoever (including through negligence) arising out of,
or in connection with the use of this newsletter. We
recommend that you contact CBL before acting on any
information provided in this newsletter.

Burdekin Cane Auditors—Workplace Coordinators
Site

Name

Email

Phone

Invicta

Ray Collinson

ray@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

4782 9153

Pioneer

Vicki Lewis

vicki@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

4782 5346

Kalamia

Sue Wright

sue@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

4783 0319

Inkerman

Mark Saunders

mark@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

4782 1020

